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The major topographic features of the martian polar layered de-
posits include the conspicuous spiral troughs, subtle undulations,
broad reentrants (chasma), steep, arcuate scarps, and dune fields. A
prominent role for eolian processes in the formation of all of these
features is proposed. Strong katabatic winds occur on the north po-
lar cap, producing widespread frost streaks. These cold drainage
winds are analogous to those on the terrestrial Antarctic cap. In the
chasmae convergent katabatic winds create yardangs and erode ar-
cuate scarps in the layered deposits that are also the source for local
dune fields migrating outward from the polar cap. The chasmae
are postulated to originate by long-term erosion by katabatic wind.
Wind plays a role in formation of the troughs and scarps primarily
through removal of dust freed from exposed layered deposits by
ablation of ice on defrosted equator-facing slopes. The undulations
are created by interaction between surface erosion or deposition of
perennial ice and standing waves in the shallow katabatic wind-
flow. The south polar layered deposits exhibit topographic features
similar to those at the north polar cap, but erosion and depositional
processes creating these features may be inactive during the current
epoch because of the lack of an extensive perennial ice cover and
associated katabatic wind. c© 2000 Academic Press
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The polar areas of Mars exhibit both ephemeral CO2 seasona
polar caps that extend roughly halfway to the equator (Ja
et al. 1992) and much smaller perennial caps, which are
ter ice at the north pole (Kiefferet al. 1976) and CO2 frost at
the south (Kieffer 1979). Both caps feature broad domes of
ered deposits (Murrayet al.1972, Soderblomet al.1973, Cutts
1973b, Thomaset al.1992). The term “polar cap” in this pap
will be used synonymously with the domes of layered depo
and associated residual ices.

A relatively few erosional and depositional processes are
sponsible for the formation of the polar layered deposits of M
and associated topographic features. These include depo
of CO2 and H2O ices as well as mineral dust from the atm
sphere (numerous references, as summarized in Jameset al.
1992, Jakosky and Haberle 1992, Kahnet al.1992, and Fanal
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references plus Howard 1978), possible glacial flow of the l
ered deposits (Buddet al.1986, Weijermars 1986, Clifford 1987
Fisher 1993, Zuberet al. 1998b, Greve 1998), possible bas
melting of volatiles in the layered deposits, including surfa
runoff and attendant erosion (Clifford 1980, 1987, 1993, Ben
et al.1997), and wind erosion, transport, and deposition of
seasonal and perennial frost and layered deposits (Cutts 19
Cutts et al. 1976, Thomaset al. 1979, Howard 1978, 1981
Howard et al. 1982a, Thomas and Weitz 1989, Thomas a
Gierasch 1995). Despite the short list of processes, their rela
roles in shaping the surface topography and creating surfi
deposits is uncertain or controversial (Thomaset al.1992). The
thesis of this paper is that eolian erosion and redistribution of
face material, alone or in combination with radiational ablati
can account for the formation of most of the topographic f
tures on the layered deposits. These features include the m
reentrant valleys (chasmae), the polar troughs and undulat
steep arcuate scarps, and striped terrain (Howardet al.1982a).

The role of eolian processes is evaluated by mapping of w
streaks to define the present wind regime of the polar caps
lating the wind pattern to topographic and albedo features o
polar deposits, and comparison to observations and theore
windflow modeling of the terrestrial Antarctic.

At the north pole the distribution of residual ice is roughly c
incident with the distribution of layered deposits, but the laye
deposits extend well beyond the residual cap at the south p
Several types of topographic and albedo features are commo
both polar caps. Most conspicuous are linear scarps and tro
that are about 5–30 km wide, up to several hundred kilome
long, and spaced at intervals of about 20–70 km (Figs. 1 an
They strike roughly east–west and thus parallel to the bro
scale topographic slopes on the polar cap deposits (Dzurisin
Blasius 1975, Zuberet al.1998a). However, a slight clockwis
orientation bias in the north and a counterclockwise bias at
south pole produce a spiral pattern to the troughs and sc
which is most conspicuous at the north pole (Figs. 1 and 2)
the north pole the troughs are accented by seasonal defrosti
the south-facing trough walls, revealing exposures of numer
nearly horizontal layers called layered terrain (Cuttset al.1976,
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FIG. 1. The martian north polar layered deposits and features. The approximate limit of thick layered deposits is shown by a dashed line. The pole

of troughs and scarps exposing layers is shown by thin solid lines. The apparent direction of winds forming frost streaks are shown by arrows, and majorkatabatic
drainage paths are shown as heavy arrowed lines. Five degrees of latitude
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Howardet al.1982a). Layered terrain is also exposed on no
facing scarps and troughs on the south pole (Cutts 1973b, Mu
et al. 1972, Herkenhoff and Murray 1990b). Topographic g
dients on trough and scarp walls exposing layered terrain ra
from 2◦ to about 15◦ on the north polar cap (Blasiuset al.1982,
Howardet al.1982b) and may locally exceed 20◦ on the south
polar cap (Dzurisin and Blasius 1975, Herkenhoff and Mur
1990b, Schenket al.1998). Gradients on poleward-facing troug
walls are slightly less steep than the equator-facing walls. Br

valleys, or chasmae, with widths up to 200 km and lengths
to 700 km indent the domes of layered deposits at both po
corresponds to about 296 km.
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and trend roughly radially outward from the center of the po
caps. The orientation of troughs and scarps of layered ter
generally wrap inward around the major chasmae (Figs. 1
2). Regions of shallow undulations with wavelengths of 5–20
and lengths of up to several hundred kilometers occur on pa
the north polar cap (Cuttset al.1979) but have not been ident
fied on the south polar cap. Steep, equator-facing arcuate s
with gradients up to 30◦ are locally incised into layered terrai
near the margins of both the north (Howardet al. 1982a) and

up
les,
the south (Herkenhoff 1998) polar caps. Minor and localized
features include linear grooves and ridges incised in the layered
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FIG. 2. The martian south polar layered deposits and features. Explanation as for Fig. 1 except that the orientation of apparent wind-produced surface features
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deposits, irregular outcrops of layers, ice dunes, and dark d
(as summarized in Howardet al.1982a and Thomaset al.1992).

WIND STREAKS AND SMALL EOLIAN LANDFORMS

Direct evidence for geomorphic activity by the wind is pr
vided by an abundance of small eolian features on the sur
of the layered deposits. These include light and dark stre
ice dunes, yardangs, and erosional stripping of layers. T

features demonstrate that occasional winds strong enoug
transport frost occur on the polar caps and indicate a prevale
dicate surface features with apparent relief, indicating significant erosion or deposition.
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of katabatic off-pole drainage of cold air from the surface, wh
has an analog in the terrestrial Antarctic.

Frost Streaks and Wind Regime

Linear light and dark streaks provide pervasive evidenc
eolian influence on the polar caps, particularly on the north p
cap (Cuttset al.1976, Howard 1981). Streaks are most obvio
on the ice-covered portions of the northern polar cap (Figs. 3
4). The streaks range in albedo from values approximating
h to
nce
of the defrosted layered deposits exposed on trough walls (∼0.3)
to that of the “dirty” water ice of the polar flats and north wasting
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FIG. 3. Frost streaks on part of the martian north polar cap at about 79.5◦N and 339◦W (Viking Orbiter image 56B84,Ls= 132◦). The surface topography is
generally smooth, except where layers are exposed on trough walls (“L”). Frost streaks created by winds from two directions at nearly right angles aresuperimposed
(arrows labeled 1 and 2 show the two orientations), and older frost streaks (northeast–southwest orientation, set 1) are partially visible through the superimposed

younger streaks (set 2). Asterisks (∗) are placed near several examples. A transparent relationship also exists between set 1 frost streaks and earlier frost streaks
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trough walls (0.4 to 0.5) (Kiefferet al.1976, Paigeet al.1994),
suggesting that the streaks are defined by variations in the ra
ice to dust (Cuttset al.1976). Although most streaks show a cle
wind alignment, the sense is generally ambiguous. Howev
sufficient number show a clear direction of emplacement
example, streaks draped over the upper parts of the south-f
layered scarps) to permit inference direction of wind motion
nearby ambiguous streaks. Wind streaks on the north polar
ered deposits were systematically mapped from Viking sum
images with resolutions of about 50–70 m/pixel (Fig. 1). T
orientation of streaks was digitized and averaged in spatial

◦ ◦ ◦
of 2.5 latitude and 10 longitude (except north of 85, where
the longitude bins were larger) (Fig. 5). In a similar manner
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dip direction of the upper margin of scarps exposing laye
terrain were digitized and averaged within spatial bins (Fig.
Finally, the mean orientation of wind streaks and scarp dip w
summarized as a function of latitude (Fig. 6). The resultant
tern of streak orientation is consistent with their origin throu
interaction with surface winds directed off-pole with a Corio
deflection toward the west. Strong control of wind direction
polar topography is evident by the deflection of winds to fl
into, and then along the bottom of, the major polar reentrant
chasmae. This is evident in the direction of wind streaks (Fig
and 5). This pattern is also apparent when the binned ave
the
wind directions (Fig. 5, top right) are used to compute the spatial
divergence of wind direction (Fig. 5, bottom right). The wind
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FIG. 4. “Searchlight” frost streaks and striped terrain on the martian north polar cap at about 78.5◦N and 343◦W (Viking Orbiter images 56B80 and 56B82
Ls=132◦). The searchlight streaks are superimposed both over partially defrosted trough walls exposing layered deposits (“L”) and on intertrough smoolands.

Irregular exposures of layers (striped terrain) at the right edge of the figur
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deposited on smooth terrain. In contrast the nearby area shown in Fig. 3,

pattern is strongly convergent along the major Chasma Bo
as well as several more subtle troughs (shown as arrowed
and is divergent at the crest of the polar deposits and a
the prominent divide south of Chasma Boreale. A converg
pattern in the wind streaks is also apparent along much o
southern margin of the polar cap. Streak directions on the s
flanks of the polar dome have a strong radial outward orienta
whereas steaks at the margins of the polar dome exhibit gr
westward Coriolis deflection. At a few locations near the e
of the layered deposits, streaks from two directions are su
imposed (Figs. 1, 3, and 4), with one nearly radial to the
and probably representing direct local off-pole winds and ot
that are nearly parallel to the polar cap boundary and prob
represent Coriolis-deflected regional winds.

The overall pattern of frost streaks suggest that they
their origin to off-pole katabatic drainage winds created by
broadly domal topography of the layered deposits. Becaus

the domal topography, the high albedo relative to surroun
ing terrain, and the cold surface temperatures, a stable, de
e probably results from differential eolian stripping of layers which were previously
e northeast–southwest frost streaks appear younger than the north–southtreaks.
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atmospheric surface layer probably characterizes the su
layer much of the time. The terrestrial Antarctic cap should
a strong analog, as is now discussed.

Winds on the Antarctic polar cap.The Antarctic polar cap
is a broad dome, primarily of glacial ice, rising about 4000
above ocean level. Regional slopes near the polar cap edge
∼0.01. Due to high albedo (∼75%) and high emmisivity (∼0.95)
of the polar ice, strong surface layer radiational cooling produ
a strong atmosphere inversion in the lower 250 m, inducing
polar inversion and katabatic winds of remarkable consistenc
direction and strength (Parish 1984, 1988, Parish and Brom
1986). Near the steep polar cap margins wind speeds ave
10 m/s, with gusts occasionally exceeding 50 m/s (Parish 19
These winds transport snow and create ice bedforms calledsas-
trugi. The orientation of sastrugi (mostly longitudinal featur
but sometimes barchanoid) closely parallel wind directions

d-
nse
dicted by simulation models of katabatic winds (Bromwichet al.
1990). The eroded snow enhances the off-pole winds both by
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FIG. 5. Average orientation of frost streaks and polar trough walls on martian north polar layered deposits, as well as spatial variation in directional dirgence.
Average wind direction within latitude–longitude bins are shown by arrows with dots at the head of arrows marking the center of the bins (top right grah). Bins
lacking frost streaks have no arrows. Scarp orientations are defined as the apparent dip direction of the topographic slope of scarps and troughs expoing layered
deposits, measured at the poleward margin of the layer exposures (top left graph). The binned scarp orientations are used to calculate the vector divergence of wind

and scarp orientations (bottom graphs). Areas of convergent scarp dip and convergent wind direction are stippled, with extra contours for location of very sharp
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convergence. Divergent locations are unpatterned.

increasing the atmospheric density and by cooling the sur
layer (Ball 1957, Loewe 1974, Kodamaet al. 1985). These
drainage winds are deflected counterclockwise by Coriolis fo
but are also strongly constrained by topography, being funne

into the broad concave reentrants extending into the polar
ace

ce,
led

(Fig. 7). Wind deviation angles from the local topographic gra
ent average about 50◦ in the interior but diminish to about 10–15◦

on the steep slopes near the cap margin. Maximum velocitie
katabatic winds on the terrestrial polar caps are enhance
capepisodic build-up and then draining of surface pools of cold
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FIG. 6. Orientation of frost streak direction and dip direction of scarps exposing layered deposits, averaged as a function of latitude. Orientation is measured
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air (Lettau and Schwerdtfeger 1967, Parish 1988), somet
triggered by synoptic events (Streten 1968), but flows in
jor reentrants is more steady due to the large contributing
(Parish 1988).

The martian north polar cap shows similarities and dif
ences in surface properties, morphology, and apparent
batic wind regime to the Antarctic analog. Slope and katab
winds induced by regional topographic gradients have been
gested to be important on Mars (Magalhaes and Gierasch 1
Magalhaes and Young 1995, Silli 1996, 1998). The martian
is also broadly domed, but smaller, with a radius of about 600
rather than about 1350 km for Antarctica. Regional topogra
slopes near the polar cap edge, however, are similar to tho
Antarctica (Zuberet al.1998a). Wind deviation angles inferre
from frost streak orientations on the martian polar cap (How
1980, Wardet al.1985) are similar in magnitude to those se
in the Antarctic, but unlike simulated windflow on the lat
(Fig. 7), the deviation angles increase systematically away
the center of the cap (Fig. 6). The albedo and emissivity of
martian polar ice (Kiefferet al.1976, Paigeet al.1994) are lower
than those of Antarctic ice, which should reduce the intensit
the polar inversion. However, the martian polar cap is surroun
by low-albedo and low thermal inertia basement terrain (P
et al. 1994) and dune fields (Wardet al. 1985, several studie
summarized in Greeleyet al.1992, Thomas and Gierasch 199
which increase the temperature contrast between the cap an
rounding terrain during the martian summer, potentially enha
ing off-polar flow (Silli 1996). Katabatic wind on the Antarct

cap is greatest in winter, when the cap surface is not war
by the Sun (Parish 1988). During the martian winter, howeve
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seasonal cap of CO2 is precipitated from the atmosphere, an
polar haze covers the cap. The reduction in radiational coo
due to the polar haze, the release of latent heat of CO2 precipita-
tion, and the on-pole atmospheric drift during this season sh
greatly reduce the potential for katabatic windflow during t
season. However, katabatic winds may be enhanced durin
spring season when the atmosphere is relatively clear, the
is isothermal so long as CO2 frost persists, and the sublimatio
flow is added to the katabatic windflow (Silliet al. 1997, Silli
1998).

Composition, thickness, and origin of frost streaks.The frost
streaks, as mentioned above, are water ice with varying amo
of included dust. For the most part the frost streaks appea
be quite thin, because they are not evident in the early ma
spring images (Ls 30–50◦) when the caps are still covered wi
the seasonal CO2 frost cover. Some wind streaks extend acr
layered terrain without obscuring the layers (Fig. 4). In ad
tion, in some places wind streaks with different orientation
visibly superimposed (Figs. 3 and 4). Sedimentary process
erosion and deposition generally destroy or mask, respecti
the record of previous events. Because earlier streaks are s
times visible through later streaks, this suggests either tha
streaks are optically transparent or translucent or they pro
only partial cover of the underlying surface. In areas with ob
ous superposition a net accumulation of ice must have occu
during the time period of emplacement of the frost streaks. If
streaks are composed of fine-grained and loose ice, like s
med
r, a
or hoar frost, layers only a few millimeters thick would obscure
underlying features. Ice that has undergone metamorphism with
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FIG. 7. Simulated time-averaged near-surface wintertime streamlines of cold air drainage over Antarctica, superimposed on topographic conto

Parish 1988). The windflow pattern is predicted using a spatially explicit, multilevel mesoscale boundary layer model that incorporates topography, atmospheric
dynamics, and the radiation balance (Parish 1984, 1988, Parish and Bromwich 1986, Bromwichet al.1990).
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attendant grain interlocking and grain size increase would
come translucent and underlying layers might be visible thro
several centimeters or more of ice (Clarket al. 1983, Colbeck
1982, 1983, Gubler 1985, Kieffer 1990). Because the stre
are uniform in apparent brightness over hundreds of meter
distance, if underlying layers were visible due to partial cove
later frost deposits, the areal patterning of new layer depos
(or its subsequent erosion) would have to occur on scales
than the Viking image resolution of 50 m per pixel. MOLA a
timetry of the north polar cap reveals that the icy polar flats

generally smooth over scales of 300–400 m (Zuberet al.1998a).
Ablation of ice due to solar insolation on terrestrial ice shee
e-
gh

ks
of
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sometimes produces small-scale relief (e.g., penitentes and
polygons, Amstutz 1958, Ball 1954, Hastenrath and Koci 198
Jahn and Klapa 1968, Kotlyakov and Lebedeva 1974, Llibou
1954, Rhodeset al. 1987, Wilson 1953). Either frost deposi-
tion onto or frost ablation from such patterned microtopograp
could result in partial masking of the underlying surface. If th
partial masking is due to ice transparency resulting from gra
metamorphism, the dust content in the residual ice must be v
low (¿1%) in order for the albedo to be as high as is observ
(Kieffer 1990).
ts
The frost streaks are not necessarily ephemeral features. A

small portion of the martian north polar cap was imaged during
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FIG. 8. Frost streaks and layered deposits shown in martian northern h
sphere summer images taken approximately 1 martian year apart. Image
Viking Orbiter 2 orbits 59B (Ls= 134◦) and 705B (Ls= 120◦), centered at abou
81◦N and 74◦W. An arcuate scarp occurs at the right-center of the images,
the dark area at the left side of the image is a dune field.

two successive northern hemisphere summers (Fig. 8). Altho
differences in the extent of defrosting occur between the
sets of images, the location, orientation, and size of major f
streaks remained constant from year to year. This longevity
gests that at least some frost streaks are sufficiently thic
persist year-to-year. It also implies that many frost streaks e

form gradually over periods of several years or that they fo
episodically during infrequent high-intensity wind events. T
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latter explanation seems more reasonable for such wind str
as the “searchlight” patterns (Cuttset al.1976) that are very long
and have sharp lateral boundaries (Fig. 4). On the other h
frost streaks clearly form and disappear over time scales less
those over which troughs exposing layered terrain are crea
because they are sometimes superimposed over both ex
layer and surrounding icy flats, as in the “searchlight” patte
of Fig. 4. The systematic erosion and deposition creating trou
would not preserve such frost patterns.

The frost streaks might be deposited either by saltation
ice grains and clumps or through deposition from atmosph
suspension, or both. The searchlight patterns (Fig. 4) re
deposition of individual frost streaks across distances of m
than 50 km as a uniform blanket spreading from an appa
point source. The lateral boundaries of these streaks are rem
ably sharp and extend over relief of several hundred meters (
across the layered scarps) without deflection. The spreading
tern, point source, and lack of correlation with surface topog
phy suggest deposition from suspension, probably from de
clouds of frost. One possibility for the origin of the searchlig
patterns is that they are not H2O frost deposits, but were thic
layers of redistributed CO2 ice whose late sublimation kept th
surface cold longer into the summer season and permitt
thin H2O frost to persist longer than elsewhere (Kieffer (199
suggested this mechanism to explain differential preserva
of frost). If this is the case, then individual searchlight stre
should persist only during 1 martian year. The regular cro
wind wavelength of the longitudinal frost streaks oriented
right angles to the searchlight patterns in Fig. 4 suggests a d
sition influenced by roll vortices in the lower atmosphere, wh
could be consistent with deposition either from suspensio
saltation.

Because strong katabatic winds can be generated in
ter/spring or spring/summer, the season when the frost str
are deposited is uncertain, although they are most visibl
summer images. They could either form during the winter/e
spring when the seasonal CO2 cover is present or during th
late spring and summer season when the CO2 ice is absent. The
seasonal CO2 frost is almost certainly fine-grained and read
entrained by strong winds (Thomaset al. 1979, Thomas and
Gierasch 1995). If frost streaks originate during the retrea
the seasonal cap, it suggests that the seasonal frost has an
ciable H2O content, or that frost streaks formed in this man
are really “cold” streaks, as suggested above for the search
patterns. Movement of ice during the late spring to summer
son seems reasonable because ice is exposed and the surfa
perature contrast between the ice-covered cap and low-al
terrain surrounding the cap would encourage strong katab
flow. If the local superimposition of frost streaks discussed ab
is due to ice transparency, significant grain metamorphism w
have occurred in the surface ice, which would greatly incre
thresholds for grain detachment by the wind.
rm
he

In summary, the presence of and orientation of frost streaks on
the polar layered deposits indicates that katabatic off-pole winds
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occasionally become strong enough to entrain grains from e
or both of the seasonal CO2 or perennial H2O caps. Persistenc
of frost streaks from year to year suggests that these tran
events occur less frequently than once per martian year.

Other small wind erosional/depositional features of the no
polar cap. Scour of layered deposits and the perennial ice
the wind of sufficient magnitude to produce diagnostic sm
scale landforms occurs only locally on the north polar cap.
most obvious of these occur in Chasma Boreale, where kata
winds converge and flow off the polar cap. Dunes on the floo
this broad valley as well as several smaller polar cap reent
indicate wind strength sufficient to transport sand-size gr
(Figs. 9b and 9c). Wind erosion probably produces the irreg
pitting and apparent yardangs that occur locally on the Cha
Boreale floor (Figs. 9a and 9c). Figure 10 shows apparent li
yardangs/ice dunes superimposed on both the icy smooth te
and layered deposits on the margins of Chasma Boreale (im
is located near “W” in Fig. 9).

Locally near the margins of the polar cap layers are expo
in irregular outcrop patterns called striped terrain (Howardet al.
1982a). These outcrops occur in areas with numerous frost s
of diverse orientation (e.g., the right side of Fig. 4) and on ot

wise smooth icy flats. Howardet al.(1982a) suggest that striped

en
a

arrows indicate the possible eolian features. It is likely that the
ith
terrain is formed by eolian erosion of the layered deposits.

FIG. 9. Mosaic of images of Chasma Boreale region on the north polar cap (Viking orbit 560B,Ls= 54◦), taken during the martian early spring season wh
the seasonal frost cover is nearly complete and the albedo is nearly uniform, except for the dunes in (b) and near “X”, which are defrosted. Center of imge at about

streaks in Fig. 2 were formed primarily by off-pole winds w
84◦N and 30◦W. Location of insets (a–c) (enlargements of the 560B image
is from the top left.
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Wind Features on the South Polar Cap

The south polar cap exhibits fewer small features indica
of wind transport and scour. The polar layered deposits oc
roughly the same total area as in the north polar region (Fig
but only a small residual CO2 cap is present during the southe
summer (Kieffer 1979).

A systematic mapping of possible wind streaks (mostly d
streaks) and eolian erosional landforms was made from Vi
images (∼150 m/pixel taken during the southern summer
fall, Ls 330–30◦) (e.g., the streaks oriented NE–SW near the
of Fig. 11). The mapped area included both the layered dep
and the surrounding basement terrain down to a latitude of 7◦S.
The ice/frost-free layered deposits support few surface mark
indicative of wind direction, and observed albedo streaks p
ably result from deposition of dust or redistribution by saltat
of residual materials derived from ablation of layered depo
(Herkenhoff and Murray 1990a,b). Other lineations are erosi
grooves or yardangs (Cutts 1973a, Howardet al.1982a). Some
of the albedo features mapped in Fig. 2 are of equivocal
lian origin (some may be troughs or structural features)
while many show a preferred orientation, the sense of mo
was usually uncertain. Due to this uncertainty, double-hea
mosaic) shown by arrows. Locations “W” through “Z” discussed in text. Illumination
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FIG. 10. Closely spaced linear bedforms on residual ice and exposures of layered deposits (“L”) on the north polar cap (Viking Orbiter image 56B

during the summer season,Ls= 132◦). Linear features appear to be eroded into the layered deposits (yardangs), but may be erosional or depositional on the

o

i

i

lay-
t than

lay-
und
ly to
perennial ice. Image is centered at 83◦N and 60◦W, between “V” and “W” in Fig

a Coriolis deflection to the west. The heavier and longer arr
indicate possible wind erosional grooves and ridges (yardan
The location and orientation of wind features in Fig. 2 are sim
to those mapped by Wardet al.(1985), except that less evidenc
was found in the present mapping for the sense of wind mot

Also, the season(s) of acquisition of the mapping images used
by Wardet al. (1985) is uncertain.

iter image
ptical

an absence of mobile surface materials and to less albedo con-
trast among frost-free south polar deposits than the frost/dust
FIG. 11. A tongue-like protrusion of layered deposits surrounded on three sides by exposures of the underlying basement materials (Viking Orb
479B57, centered at 72.5◦S and 170◦W, Ls= 14◦). Layered deposits also occur in the top right of the image. Illumination is from the bottom. The small elli

white spot with a black center near the picture center is a camera reseau m
visible on the surface of the tongue of layered deposits. Dust streaks with a
. 9.

ws
gs).
lar
e
on.

The resultant pattern of apparent wind directions on the
ered deposits around the south pole is much less consisten
for the north polar cap; similar paucity of streaks on the
ered deposits and variability in streak orientation was fo
by Thomas and Gierasch (1995). This may be due partial
ark that was not removed in image processing. Erosional grooves (yardangs) are faintly
northeast–southwest orientation are present on the layered deposits in the upper right.
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deposits at the north pole. The paucity of streaks may also r
from a poorly developed katabatic windflow regime becaus
the restricted extent of the perennial ice cap. In addition,
south polar topography is also more irregular than the sm
plain surrounding the north polar cap, which may complic
windflow patterns. However, well-formed linear grooves oc
within broad reentrant valleys on the layered deposits within
quadrant from 180–270◦W (Fig. 2). These apparent yardan
indicate scour by presumably off-pole katabatic winds, as
dicated by the heavy arrowed lines. Irregular erosion of lay
(striped terrain) with superimposed grooves occurs in the m
Chasma Australe at 270◦W (e.g., Viking Image 383B43 show
in Howard et al. (1982a), their Fig. 16). Presumed yardan
also occur longitudinally on the surface of a long tongue of l
ered terrain shown in Fig. 11. It is unclear whether the erosio
grooves in the south polar Chasma are related to the pre
wind regime or were formed at some time in the past w
a residual H2O ice cap was present over most of the laye
deposits.

EOLIAN PROCESSES AND MAJOR POLAR FEATURES

The latitudinal extent of the polar layered deposits and t
overall domed shape is determined by an uncertain comb
tion of the processes of radiational ablation, glacial flow, a
basal melting. The domal shape of the polar cap can be
plained either by glacial flow (Buddet al. 1986, Fisher 1993
Zuberet al. 1998b, Greve 1998) or by latitude-dependent
lation (Muhleman and Ivanov 1998). Direct wind sculpture
the polewide scale is probably unimportant. However, as arg
below, eolian processes have played a major role in the sha
of major topographic features at the sub-cap scale, including
polar chasmae, arcuate scarps, the troughs, and wave-like
undulations.

Wind can influence polar morphology in a variety of dire
and indirect ways. One direct influence is in the erosion
transport of surficial materials, which can be rate-limited
ther by processes of disaggregation, detachment, or trans
Disaggregation, or weathering, is any process that reduce
cohesion and/or grain size of surficial materials until they ca
detached by wind. The polar layered deposits consist of an
certain mixture of particulates, probably primarily as dust-si
mineral grains deposited from suspension and volatiles, prim
ily ice and possibly H2O–CO2 clathrates (Thomaset al.1992).
In addition, various salts may be present in small quantities
contribute to dust particle cementation. Disaggregation of p
layered deposits probably occurs primarily by loss of volati
Disaggregation due to radiational loading is probably a lim
ing factor in the erosion of layers exposed in the polar trou
(Howard 1978, Squyres 1979, Howardet al.1982a). Detachmen
becomes a limiting factor when loose, transportable sedime
present on the surface but the rate of erosion is limited by

frequency of winds capable of moving grains on the surfa
Transport limitation occurs when transport is frequent but
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flux divergence is zero to negative so that the surface is
ered with redeposited sediment when wind velocities are be
detachment velocity. Sand dunes are an example of a trans
limited surface.

Indirect influence of wind on morphology can occur throu
a variety of mechanisms. Differential deposition and redistri
tion of the seasonal frost may affect rates of ice and dust a
mulation (Thomaset al.1979, Thomas and Gierasch 1995), b
cause codeposition from the atmosphere with the seasona2
frost appears to be the primary source for dust and H2O form-
ing the layered deposits (see numerous references in Th
et al.1992). Sublimation rates are also strongly affected by c
vective vapor and heat transfer due to surface winds (Bruts
1975, 1982, Clowet al. 1988). Thus feedback between top
graphy-induced winds and ablational processes may o
Wind-induced lateral transfer of water vapor from ablating sca
of layered terrain may result in redeposition on colder icy fl
(Kieffer et al.1976, Howard 1978, Howardet al.1982b).

Eolian Influences on Polar Troughs

The prominent scarps and troughs on both the north and s
polar layered deposits have excited interest since their disco
in Mariner 9 images. In the north polar area prominent trou
are spaced 20 to 79 km apart (Fig. 1) but extend laterally u
several hundred kilometers. The troughs generally strike a
20◦ north of west (Figs. 5 and 6), producing a generally sp
pattern on the fairly symmetrical polar dome (Fig. 1). Troug
are deeper near the edge of the polar cap (500–1000 m of r
and shallow near top of the polar dome and on the major
vide south of Chasma Boreale (∼100–200 m of relief) (Howard
et al.1982a, Zuberet al.1998a). The underlying basement m
terials are sometimes exposed at the bottoms of troughs ne
margins of the layered deposits.

The troughs are generally considered to originate through
diational ablation of layered deposits, with sufficient erosion
the south facing scarps to have exposed previously deposite
ers (Howard 1978, Squyres 1979, Howardet al.1982a, Thomas
et al.1992). The north-facing trough walls seldom expose lay
and are ice covered. These walls may undergo net depos
implying northward migration of the troughs (Squyres 19
Howard et al. 1982). The trough-like form suggests a co
ponent of vertical incision during enlargement of the troug
(Squyres 1979), and the occasional exposure of basement
rials in troughs near the margins of the layered deposits confi
trough deepening at the cap margins (Howardet al. 1982a). In
the polar interior troughs could actually increase in eleva
through time if rates of new layer deposition on trough wa
and intertrough flats competes with ablational erosion of so
facing trough walls (Howardet al. 1982a). Net ablation of th
south-facing trough walls occurs because low albedo dust w
the layered deposits accumulates on the surface, raising tem
atures (Howard 1978). Net accumulation can occur on flats
ce.
the
poleward facing trough walls because insufficient dust accumu-
lates to trigger total defrosting during the year. This potentially
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produces a bi-stable state in which ice accumulation on flats
pole-facing trough walls coexist with net erosion of equa
facing trough walls and deepening of the troughs (Howard 19
Modeling by Houbenet al. (1997) suggests that most wat
released from ablating surfaces on the polar layered terra
redeposited on the polar cap under present conditions.

Wind erosion is required during the process of trough for
tion (Howard 1978) because of the necessity of removing
accumulated dust on the ablating trough wall; a thin cove
dust enhances ablation, but a thick cover becomes an ins
ing blanket, greatly restricting ablation rates (Bozhinskiyet al.
1986, Drake 1981, Driedger 1981, Nakawo and Young 19
1982, Ostrem 1959, Warren 1984). In fact, the developme
a 1- to 2-m ice-free dust layer on the surface of the layered
posits could protect the deposits from ablation during episo
of high obliquity (Toonet al.1980, Hofstadter and Murray 199
Herkenhoff and Murray 1990a, Mellon and Jakosky 1993, 19
Jakoskyet al. 1995). The sharp delineation of layers on
trough walls suggests that little dust mantling occurs on th
surfaces under present conditions. Blasiuset al. (1982) con-
clude from a comparison of topographic profiles across lay
deposits with spring and summer Viking images that differ
tial degrees of defrosting of exposed layers is controlled by
variations in surface gradient and compositional variation wi
the layers. The layered deposits have a high thermal inertia
suggests that the upper few centimeters are cemented by
water ice or a chemical precipitate (Paigeet al.1994). The pres
ence of water ice most easily explains the net erosion tha
exposed the layers on defrosted trough walls, in that ice s
mation could loosen the included dust. If a mineral cemen
agent were responsible for the high thermal inertia and stre
of the layered deposits, a weathering process would be req
to loosen the dust prior to eolian erosion. The lack of bedfo
and paucity of wind erosional features suggests that erosio
the equator-facing trough walls is usually limited by the rate
thermal disaggregation of the layered deposits—dust rele
from evaporating ice is removed by the wind rapidly enou
that thick dust layers do not form on the surface.

The orientation of the eroding trough walls (Figs. 5 and
indicate that off-pole winds flow over the trough walls nea
along the line of steepest descent. The shallow katabatic w
may accelerate down the trough walls, with the direct ef
of aiding dust detachment and the indirect effect of influe
ing sublimation rates. It is an open question, however, whe
the wind has appreciable direct influence on trough orienta
Howard (1978) pointed out that scarps undergoing contin
ablation will tend to become oriented so as to dip opposite to
direction of most rapid ablational retreat. Because of the ge
ally southward-dipping regional slopes and the greatest radi
loading on south-facing slopes, the direction of most rapid re
is toward the pole, to a first approximation. In fact, the erod
trough walls dip about 20◦ westward of south on the north pol
cap (Fig. 6), producing the spiral pattern. This orientation is

termediate between the direction of greatest radiational load
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and an orientation normal to the katabatic windflow (Fig. 6). T
slight southwestward bias in orientation could either be du
thermal inertia effects in the soil or atmosphere producing gr
est ablational rates on southwestward facing slopes or to s
type of interaction between the katabatic winds and the abla
processes. An alternate interpretation for the spiral pattern o
troughs is that they are differentially advected by glacial flow
the underlying layered deposits (Fisher 1993).

Although the wind may play a minor role in determining t
form and orientation of most polar troughs and scarps, in
tain locations a stronger control may occur. One such loca
is within the broad Chasma Boreale depression. Troughs
scarps on the north wall of this depression are oriented ne
parallel to the trend of Chasma Bo´reale (Fig. 9, near “W”), pro-
ducing an atypical southwestward trough strike. In additi
yardang forms occur locally on the layered deposits (Figs
and 9c). Figure 10 is a summer image of the layered terrain
“W” in Fig. 9. Prominent yardang-like ridges oriented paralle
Chasma Boreale occur on the ice flats as well as the layere
posits. The prominent sinuous ridge southwest of “W” in Fig
corresponds to the grooved icy deposit in the center of Fig.
The simplest interpretation is that this ridge is a wind-depos
accumulation of frost resulting from the strong katabatic win
The atypical, and seemingly streamlined shape of the trou
and scarps in this portion of the Chasma Boreale sideslope
gest a direct influence from katabatic windflow.

Another example of eolian streamlining of layered terrain
pography occurs on the south polar layered deposits. Figur
shows a 150-km-long tongue-like mass of layered deposits a
equatorward edge of the layered deposits. Yardang-like gro
cover the upper surface of this tongue with orientation para
to the long axis of the tongue. Basement materials are exp
on either side of the tongue. Two possible explanations for
unusual shape of this deposit are glacial flow fed from the
ered deposits at the upper left of the image and shaping o
deposit by wind scour. Glacial flow is not likely because the
of a prominent crater penetrates through the layered deposi
tween the tongue and the putative source. In addition, mora
and crevasses generally associated with the ablational term
of terrestrial glaciers are not evident. The long, tapering sh
of the tongue is unlike the broadly lobate edges of contine
glaciers. Narrow glaciers can result in the case of topogra
confinement (valley glaciers), but such confinement does
seem to occur in this location. The superimposed yardangs
the generally streamlined shape of the tongue are consisten
wind erosional shaping of the deposit, and the secondary
induced by the exposed crater may have influenced the sha
the tongue.

A final example of possible eolian influence on scarp fo
occurs in the same general region of the south polar lay
deposits. Figure 12 shows a number of unusual scallope
“gull-winged” scarps. These scarps are actually asymmet
ridges, with a higher and steeper equatorward-facing slope

ingcally partially exposed crater rims directly control the scallop
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FIG. 12. Unusual scalloped ridges on south polar layered deposits (Viking Orbiter image 439B65, centered at 78◦S and 170◦W, L = 358◦). Illumination is
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from the bottom right. Superficial dust streaks and splotches are superimp

form, but the scallops seem too regular in size and closen
of spacing to be universally explained by crater rim contr
The scalloped pattern is reminiscent of terrestrial (and marti
transverse barchanoid dune fields, but of a much larger siz
possible explanation for this type of scarp form is that during
period of scarp formation the region experienced strong win
capable of extensive frost transport and mega-bedform de
opment. However, terrestrial barchanoid sand dunes gene
have a long, gentle upwind, or stoss, side and a steep slip f
Sharp crest ridges are infrequent unless the dunes have un
gone recent modification by winds from the opposite direction
that which they normally experience. By analogy, the scallop
ridged scarps may form as a result of a bimodal wind regime

Eolian Processes and Polar Undulations

Wave-like undulations (Cuttset al.1979) are present on som
parts of the smooth icy flats between troughs exposing laye
deposits on the northern polar cap (Fig. 13). These undulat
are visible both in images taken during martian northern spr
when the CO2 frost cover is still present as well as in summ
images when the residual ice cap is exposed. The undulat

generally occur in sets of eight or more with a wavelength
about 8–12 km; they may extend laterally more than 100 k
s

sed upon the layered deposits.
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MOLA topographic profiles (Zuberet al. 1998a) (Fig. 14) in-
dicate that the undulations have an amplitude from less
10 m to about 100 m. Some undulations, such as those o
broad rise south of Chasma Boreale (partly shown at the
tom of Fig. 9) occur on broad, otherwise featureless portion
the icy smooth terrain. Commonly, however, the undulations
most pronounced on the equatorward side of prominent tro
(Fig. 13 and southwest of “W” in Fig. 9). In general the undu
tions follow the same orientation as the polar troughs, strik
generally east-southeast except near Chasma Boreale, whe
regional dip is deflected. This orientation is, like the troughs
termediate between parallel to regional contours and norm
the frost streak direction. Undulations are less common to ab
on the south polar layered deposits. Apparent undulations o
in some images but are muted or absent in others (Fig. 15)
more evident undulations in the top image (479B77) may be
to greater contrast resulting from more grazing illumination
compared to image 439B65, or the apparent undulations m
atmospheric waves. The latter explanation is consistent wit
presence of similar waves in the same image set superimp
on craters equatorward of the layered deposits. The atmosp
waves have approximately the same wavelength (7–15 km

of
m.
the north polar undulations. This is probably more than coinci-
dence, because the hypothesis to be advanced here is that the
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FIG. 13. Troughs and wave-like undulations on the martian north polar cap, shown both in summer images (Orbit 705B, left,Ls= 120◦) and early spring

images (Orbit 518B, right,Ls= 34◦). Image centered at 87◦ and 125◦W. (Top inset) Enlargement of the arcuate scarps and associated dark dunes at the bottom of
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the figure. Labeled lines show approximate footprints of MOLA topograph

undulations result from interaction of erosional and/or dep
tional processes with standing atmospheric waves.

Several features of the undulations seem suggestive of a
tionship with boundary layer waves. Their prevalence downw
of major troughs suggests that a train of waves is triggere
outward flow across the troughs. Furthermore, in some locat
such as near “Y” in Fig. 13, the undulations show an appa
interference pattern between undulations with slightly differ
orientation. This wave-like pattern is consistent with contro
boundary layer waves. The MOLA altimeter (Zuberet al.1998a)
found evidence of wave-like structures in the atmosphere a
the north polar cap. The wavelength of these features as
sured appears to be about 20 km, but the profile was tak

a high angle to the dip of the polar topography. Wave-like b
havior, including standing hydraulic jumps, is common in t
c profiles shown in Fig. 14.
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Antarctic katabatic wind drainage (Ball 1957, Streten 1963, Li
1964, Gosink 1982), and has been postulated to occur in s
winds on Mars (Magalhaes and Young 1995). Topographic
stacles commonly create downwind trains of atmospheric wa
in which surface wind velocities can be considerably amplifi
or diminished as compared to the mean windspeed (e.g., Du
1986, 1990, Dawson and Marwitz 1982). Shallow surface
version layers and strong mean wind velocity favor such wav
Topographically excited waves have been suggested to con
the spacing of sand dune crests in the Killpecker dune fie
Wyoming (Kolm 1982). Unfortunately, terrestrial studies of to
pographically excited waves focus on the effects of mounta
rather than depressions.

e-

he
If the martian polar undulations result from interactions be-

tween standing waves and surface processes, the major factor is
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FIG. 14. Topographic profiles on north polar layered deposits obta
during three orbits by the MOLA altimeter on Mars Global Surveyor. The pro
extend from northeast at the left side to southeast at the right, with footp
shown on Fig. 13.

probably spatial variations in surface wind speed. These v
tions could produce differential variations in rates of ice su
mation, rates of CO2 or H2O deposition from the atmospher
or spatial divergence in rates of eolian transport of frost.

Other extant hypotheses for the origin of the undulations
(1) that they record variations in the equatorward edge of d
sition of layers due to quasi-cyclical climatic variations (Cu
et al. 1979), (2) that they mark former positions of the b
toms of troughs migrating poleward (Squyres, 1979), or (3)
they are wave-like features induced by glacial flow of the p
layered deposits (Buddet al. 1986). The first explanation re
quires the edges of deposited layers (or layer sequences)
abrupt rather than feather-edged as with many natural sedi
tary deposits. Furthermore, the undulations are shallow w
and troughs (Fig. 14) rather than low scarps that would be m
consonant with layer edges. The MOLA-derived topograph
the north polar cap also poses a difficulty for the relict trou
bottom hypothesis, in that most troughs are deeply incised
the layered deposits, with the north-facing trough walls be
nearly as steep as the south-facing walls exposing layers.
troughs formerly migrated over tens of kilometers, their rec
history has been one of deepening nearlyin situ. This deepen

ing would have to occur without appreciable degradation of
undulations. Glacial flow is generally highly dissipative, so th
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wave-like flow tends to be damped out unless it mirrors large a
plitude undulations in the topography beneath the flowing i
A mechanism for introduction of such basal waves is uncl
and no such wave-like topography is seen on the exposed “b
ment” materials exposed around the cap edges or in expo
windows of basement, such as in Chasma Boreale.

Less likely possibilities for the origin of the undulations
that they are filled-in remnants of former troughs (the spac
between undulations is much less than that between exis

FIG. 15. A detail of part of the south polar layered deposits shown in Fig.
taken during different Viking Orbiter image sequences (top picture is 479B
Ls= 14◦; incidence angle= 85.5◦, and bottom picture from 439B65,Ls= 358◦;
incidence angle= 78.6◦, centered at 78◦S and 180◦W). Several “ghost” copies
appear to the southeast of the major ridges in 479B77 that are muted o
sent in 439B65. The “ghost” ridges may be standing atmospheric waves w

atwavelength of about 10 km.
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scarp face, that is, a greater potential for undermining at the base
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troughs) or that they are filled-in grabens resulting from
tensional flow of the layered deposits (e.g., Weijermars (19
although no faults have been noted in exposures of layered
posits).

Assuming that the undulations result from process interac
with standing atmospheric waves, a “chicken-and-egg” prob
emerges—which came first, the undulations or the troughs?
small relief of the undulations, combined with their concent
tion downwind of troughs suggests the troughs came first,
have excited the atmospheric waves creating the undulat
However, extensive sets of undulations occur south of Cha
Boreale without obvious relationship with deep troughs. In ad
tion, the morphology of the troughs seems to be influenced b
undulations, as first noticed by Cuttset al.(1979). For example
in Fig. 13 the trough near “X” shows abrupt S-shaped bend
the northern margin of the scarps exposing layers, and spring
ages show that the troughs are shallower where the sharp b
occur. The offsets of the trough produced by the bends are ex
one undulation wavelength. Furthermore, wide troughs, suc
the one directly to the south of the North arrow in Fig. 13, of
contain frosted interior patches that correspond to undulat
when viewed in spring images. Finally, some short defros
slopes in summer images, such as a “Y” and “Z” in Fig.
appear to be incipient troughs formed on particularly high a
plitude portions of the undulations, as suggested by Cuttset al.
(1979). As with many chicken and egg problems, the ans
may be that strong mutual interactions occur during the de
opment of troughs and undulations. Undulations may initia
serve as the source seeds for trough development, but o
trough develops it may amplify standing waves and help cr
and extend undulations. In turn the undulations may trigger
velopment of additional troughs. An unresolved difficulty w
the suggested atmospheric wave formation of undulations p
to troughs is that waves that develop in the absence of a fixe
pographic perturbation are unlikely to remain spatially fixed
to redevelop in the same location during succeeding windsto

Arcuate Scarps and Dunes

Locally near the equatorward edge of the north polar cap
slopes exposing the layered terrain have been eroded into
scarps, generally with scooplike planforms (the arcuate sc
near “X” and “Z” in Fig. 9 and the double arcs shown in Fig.
(note the enlarged view in the inset). The gradient of these sc
approaches 30◦ (MOLA profile 259 in Figs. 13 and 14). They ar
preferentially located within the chasmae (see below) and o
broad depressions in the layered deposits. Dune fields gene
occur just downwind of the scarps. Arcuate scarps are pre
on the south polar layered deposits but lack associated
fields (Herkenhoff 1998). On the north polar cap numerous f
streaks indicate that the scarps occur in areas of strong
transport. The spatial relationships and topographic data ind
that these scooplike scarps have eroded into the layered de

and have expanded by replacing layered trough walls (wh
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have lower gradients; Howardet al. 1982a). Because of the
inset into layered deposits, they must be eroding laterally
rate much greater than that of normal layered terrain scarps
arcuate form of the scarps, often occurring as nearly perfec
cular arcs (Fig. 13), suggests that they result from uniform ret
of the scarps from an initial disturbance near the focus of the

Two causes have been proposed for the arcuate scarps. H
(1981), Howardet al. (1982a), and Thomas and Weitz (198
suggest that they are formed by rapid ablation aided by s
slope gradients and strong winds, as detailed below. Clif
(1980, 1987) and Benitoet al.(1997) suggest they have forme
from rapid erosion due to emergence of water resulting fr
basal melting of ice in the layered deposits. A difficulty with th
hypothesis is that the bases of the scarps are generally enc
depressions. In particular, between the head of the scarp a
“X” and the trough bottom at “Y” in Fig. 9, MOLA observation
have determined that there is a hump of layered deposits th
300–500 m high on the north side of Chasma Boreale and a
900 m high on the south side (Fig. 4 of Zuberet al.1998a). Sim-
ilarly, the MOLA laser altimeter profiles in Fig. 14 indicate th
the bottom of the depression below the arcuate scarps sho
Fig. 13 is at least 200 m and probably 500 m lower than the l
est col connecting to the edge of the polar cap. Other probl
with a fluvial origin are the very smooth planform of several
the scarps, requiring very uniform discharge over widths of
50 km and the absence of evidence for tensional underminin
the scarps or rafting of layered deposits away from the scarp

Erosional retreat of a scarp face while maintaining a st
gradient can occur through only a few circumstances (How
1978). The first is the bi-stable mechanism suggested by How
(1978) for creation of layered scarps and troughs. Steep, equ
facing trough walls become defrosted during the summer
undergo net erosion due to ablation of ice in the layered depo
Level or poleward-facing slopes that retain a frost cover
locations of relative stability or net ice and dust depositon. T
differential erosion and deposition is hypothesized to create
gradient scarps and troughs exposing layered deposits r
than the steep arcuate scarps.

The second mechanism for creation of steep slopes wou
the exposure of a resistant layer at the top of the arcuate s
analogous to the numerous scarps in limestone and sand
on the Colorado Plateau. In some locations the arcuate sc
are contiguous with straighter scarps that form the edge o
polar layered deposits (Zuberet al.1998a). This is the case fo
the arcuate scarp in Fig. 8 and suggests that a regional res
layer might be present. In other areas, however, the upper m
of arcuate scarps embay normal layered terrain trough walls
intersect the trough walls and the overlying icy flats at vary
elevation. This relationship is inconsistent with the presenc
a resistant layer (e.g., the arcuate scarp in Fig. 13 and the
illustrated in Howardet al.(1982a, their Fig. 18). This pattern
most concordant with a final mechanism for maintaining a st
ichof the scarp than in overlying materials.
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Two factors may account for the rapid retreat: their st
gradients and wind scour. The leading factor appears to
wind scour, which locally oversteepens layered terrain scarp
steep, equator-facing slope has a greater potential for abla
If the slope is steep enough, summer temperatures on dark,
covered slopes may be high enough that the vapor pressu
incorporated water ice equals the atmospheric pressure. In
case, only the solar heat input, not diffusion through surfi
dust, limits ablation rate. Because the arcuate scarp walls
slope angles exceeding 30◦, the walls are probably covered wi
ablated dust at the angle of repose, and removal of the dust b
wind is probably detachment limited rather than disaggrega
limited.

The dunes downwind of the north polar scarps have lik
formed from deposits eroded at or near the arcuate scarp w
These dunes have been difficult to explain because meteor
ical models and the mechanics of dust suspension and t
port indicate that mineral particles being deposited toge
with CO2 and H2O ice on the seasonal caps should not exc
a few micrometers in size (Thomaset al. 1992, Kahnet al.
1992). However, formation of dune fields requires sand-s
grains (∼200 µm) (Greeleyet al. 1992, Thomas and Weit
1989). The dunes are also darker in albedo than the lay
deposits (Thomas and Weitz 1989). Dust grain sintering
larger aggregates (Saunderset al. 1986, Storrset al. 1988) has
been suggested as a possible mechanism for creating san
grains (Thomas and Weitz 1989, Herkenhoff 1998). Beca
the dune fields extending from the arcuate scarps indicate
pole transport of sediment, wind erosion of the layered depo
has been suggested as a possible source for the prominen
field surrounding the north polar cap (Tsoaret al.1979, Howard
et al.1982a, Thomas and Weitz 1989, Herkenhoff 1998). Re
MOLA observations have revealed that most or all of the arcu
scarps in the north polar regions have eroded to about−4500 to
−5000 m (Fig. 4 of Zuberet al.1998a), which is potentially dee
enough to expose the basement materials beneath the layer
posits. The dunes might, therefore, be derived from erosio
these underlying deposits rather than the layered deposits.

The preference for arcuate scarp development at the boun
between the layered deposits and the underlying basemen
terials, together with the likelihood that the rapid scarp ret
is, at least at some scarps, due to preferential undermining o
scarp base, suggests that the materials at the base of the
layered deposits in some locations are either easily entraine
the wind or are easily disaggregated. The underlying base
materials are probably not easily eroded, because the de
sions exposing the basement at the base of the arcuate s
appear to be flat-floored and developed near the contact wit
overlying layered deposits.

The Polar Chasmae

Both polar caps are indented by broad reentrant valleys
extend into the polar cap interior up to several hundred kilo

ters from the edge of the layered deposits (indicated by heavy
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rowed lines in Figs. 1 and 2). These depressions are up to 10
across and inset into the surrounding cap by as much as 2
The largest is the Chasma Boreale of the north polar cap, w
extends halfway across the polar cap. The polar troughs
scarps are deflected poleward as they approach the axis o
of the major chasmae (Boreale and Australe), indicating tha
trough development has been influenced by the regional sl
extending into the chasmae. Thus the chasmae either preda
development of the troughs and scarps or they have devel
concurrently (Howard 1978). Basement materials are comm
exposed at the floor of the chasmae, particularly at the equ
ward ends. However, basement is apparently exposed nea
headward end of Chasma Boreale (e.g., at “X” and “Y” in Fig.
Windows of exposed basement also occur near the headwar
of the merging chasmae at a latitude of about 200◦W on the south
polar cap (Fig. 2).

Despite the above similarities, there are also differences
tween chasmae of the north and south polar caps. The north
chasmae feature the prominent steep, arcuate scarps disc
above (e.g., upvalley of “X” and “Y” in Fig. 9 and the arcua
scarp shown in Fig. 13). Dark dune fields extend equatorw
(downwind) from the arcuate scarps. Yardangs and stripped
ers extend well up onto the polar layered deposits at the head
end of several of the south polar chasmae. Little evidence of w
erosional landforms is found upwind of the arcuate scarps on
north polar cap. A broad chasma complex at about 250◦W on
the south polar cap originates near the apparent crest of the
ered deposits but does not extend the entire distance to the
cap edge. No similar feature has been identified on the n
polar cap.

Origin of the polar chasmae.The two major hypotheses fo
the origin of these depressions are wind versus water ero
Sculpting by wind erosion and wind-enhanced ablation has b
suggested by Howard (1978, 1981) and is favored here. How
envisions that the chasma have developed gradually and
temporaneously with trough and scarp development, such
the chasmae may have been quasi-permanent features of t
lar caps. The other hypothesis is that basal melting of ic
the layered deposits has released episodic large outburst fl
(jökulhlaups) that have eroded the layered deposits (Clif
1980, 1987, Benitoet al.1997, Anguitaet al.1998).

Arguments in favor of wind erosion are the obvious co
petency of the wind to transport frost and sediment within
troughs (the presence of frost streaks and sand dunes) a
erode the layered deposits (yardangs and stripped layers) a
as basement materials. On the north polar cap the chasma
foci of convergence of the katabatic windflow producing fr
streaks. Convergence of katabatic wind into topographic sw
enhances wind speeds on the Antarctic polar cap (Parish 1
This enhanced wind in the swales would help to maintain
deepen the chasmae once they have started to form. The
erosion hypothesis for the origin of the chasmae is econom
, ar-operate under present conditions.
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The argument for outflow flood origin for the chasmae
based upon the assumption that the base of the layered de
is melted, due to either a geothermal gradient that is steep en
to melt the polar deposits or to episodic volcanic events ben
the layered deposits. This meltwater emerges locally near th
lar cap edges as major floods, or j¨okulhlaups. General critique o
the glaciofluvial model is beyond the scope of this paper, bu
model faces some difficulties when applied to the polar chasm
The first difficulty is that the floor of Chasma Boreale is not le
or gradually sloping equatorward, but has depressions and
with a relief exceeding 100 m (Zuberet al.1998a). As discusse
above, the base of the scarp at the head of Chasma Boreale
in Fig. 9) is depressed 300–900 m below layered deposits a
the chasma axis (“Z” in Fig. 9). If fluvial erosion produced this
cuate scarp, the water must have either passed beneath the
of layered deposits or the flood must have occurred prior to d
sition of the layered deposits at “Z”. In addition, MOLA observ
tions reveal that a number of the proposed glaciofluvial feat
(giant ripples south of “W” in Fig. 9 and a pendant bar sou
west of “W”) are several hundred meters above the floor of
chasma. The eolian interpretation suggests that the putative
ripples are examples of the polar undulations discussed a
and the feature southwest of “W” (also see Fig. 10) has been
ated by eolian frost and dust redistribution. Finally, on the so
polar cap the upper portions of the major chasmae extend n
to the apparent crest of the layered deposits (Fig. 2), which is
concordant with the hypothesis of basal melting and sappin

IS THE PRESENT THE KEY TO THE PAST?

Mars is subject to very large quasi-periodic oscillations
its orbital parameters, including precession, orbital eccentri
and obliquity (Ward 1974, 1979, 1992). These oscillations oc
at several time scales ranging from∼50 ka for the precessiona
cycle and complicated superimposed variations in obliquity
eccentricity with time scales from∼100 ka to 10 Ma. Eccen
tricity varies from nearly zero to∼0.1, and obliquity may rang
from 15◦ to 45◦, with a chaotic component (Ward 1992). As
result, the climate of Mars should vary dramatically (Toonet al.
1980, Pollack and Toon 1982, Kieffer and Zent 1992). In p
ticular, times of low obliquity should result in permanent C2
caps on the poles, and during times of high obliquity, polar
gions are intensely heated during the summer season. Alth
the present value of martian obliquity is near its mean valu
would be fortuitous that the present conditions at either cap
optimal for either layer deposition, layer erosion, or geomorp
sculpting of polar landforms such as troughs, undulations,
chasmae. This is most clearly evident on the south polar lay
deposits. The present residual cap is CO2, at least at the sur
face, whereas the layered deposits are probably primarily w
ice and dust. The extant perennial cap is much smaller tha
extent of layered deposits. Net accumulation of ice and du

form layered deposits probably requires a perennial ice co
and the differential ablation that creates scarps and troughs
N PROCESSES 285
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sibly depends upon the albedo contrast between the pere
ice and the defrosted equatorward-facing scarps (Howard 1
Squyres 1979, Howardet al.1982a). Persistence of the layere
deposits in the southern hemisphere may require that the
face dust is cohesive, perhaps due to formation of filamen
sublimation residue (Hofstadter and Murray 1990). The la
of albedo contrast between ice-covered layered terrain and
surrounding defrosted terrain, as occurs in the northern he
sphere, may discourage development of strong katabatic w
and thus help to protect the layered deposits from eolian
sion under present conditions. Inactivity of ablation during
present epoch on the south polar cap is also indicated by the
thermal inertia of the surface; any ice within the layered depo
must be mantled by more than 0.2 m of ice-free regolith (Pa
and Keegan 1994). The observation of 15 craters on layered
rain on the south polar cap (Plautet al.1988) also suggests tha
the surface of this cap has not been actively reworked during
past 100 million years.

Because of the close correspondence between defrosted s
and layer exposures on the north polar layered deposits, wit
cover nearly universal elsewhere, present orbital conditions
in fact be representative of epochs when troughs and scarps
if the models of Howard (1978), Squyres (1979), and How
et al. (1982a) are valid. In addition, the presence of numer
frost streaks suggests that eolian modification of the polar la
scape may be nearly optimal at present. The high thermal in
of the polar cap deposits (Paigeet al. 1994) suggests that eo
lian erosion rapidly removes dust released by ablation of ice
very low obliquity the thick CO2 cap and low atmospheric pres
sure presumably damp eolian modification of the surface (T
et al.1980). At very high obliquity the perennial caps should n
persist, and lack of albedo contrast may also serve to dam
katabatic winds. Even so, interpretations of the origin of po
landforms should be made cautiously because we have no d
observations of surface conditions and surface processes u
other orbital conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Eolian processes combined with differential ablation are p
tulated here to be sufficient explanation for the developmen
the major topographic features of the martian polar caps. B
melting and broad glacial flow may limit total relief and provid
a control on the large-scale form of the polar deposits, but gla
flow and meltwater are not required to explain the origin of
undulations, troughs, and chasma. In particular, frost stre
are produced by eolian redistribution of dust and/or ice and
dicate wind speeds sufficient to entrain frost and dust. Th
strong winds are dominated by katabatic cold air drainage
of the polar caps, probably during the spring and summer
sons. The katabatic winds influence the development of the
lar troughs through removal of dust incorporated in the laye
ver,
pos-
deposits which is loosened by radiational ablation on equator-
facing trough walls. Interactions between Coriolis-deflected
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off-pole winds and wind erosion and/or ice ablation may
count for the preferential southwestward dip of the trough w
exposing layers, producing the observed spiral pattern. Stan
atmospheric waves with wavelengths of about 10 km may o
in the katabatic windflow. In part these are excited by airfl
flow across the major troughs. Interactions between the
tially varying wind velocity and processes of frost depositi
erosion, and/or ablation are suggested to be responsible fo
of shallow wave-like undulations present locally on the no
polar layered deposits. Steep, arcuate scarps at the edges
layered deposits may also result from localized wind eros
Finally, the major polar reentrant valleys, or chasma, serv
drainage channels for strong katabatic winds and may be d
ened and enlarged by these winds.
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